Sophs. AGAIN Victorious IN Golden Slipper Contest

Westminster Holds Annual State Meet

Jitney Hood, Quincey Foster, Dot Ponders, Rosie Snapknot, Louise Moore, Bobbie McKeen, and Anna Logan will attend the second annual conference of the State Westminster League, which will meet in Atlanta at the First Presbyterian church on September 19. College students from the state unit have been deeply interested in the conference.

Dr. Albert Kisting, Jacksonville, Fla., recently returned from Scotland, where he held his personal address. His addresses will center around the conferences theme of "Christ and Our Tomorrow".

The state officers will be asked to replace presidents Bette Miller, University of Georgia; Virginia Hood, vice president, GCSC; secretary, Virginia Dodge; and Carol Scott; treasurer, Janie Keeler, Emory University.

Workshops, panel, and discussion will also take place. The meeting will be terminated with a banquet on Saturday night.

HOMEMAKERS Hold Conference

Georgia State College for Women, Athens was host to the first annual Home Economics Club Conference which was held November 16. Twelve Georgia college, junior and senior, were represented. Representatives were welcomed by Dr. Katherine Holmberg, who gave an address on "The Future of the Home Economics Department." Reports were submitted by delegation from various colleges.

The plans of the state Home Economics clubs will be held at Beedle 21 For Tomorrow.

The club's Christmas party, known as "The Christmas Tree," will be held at the Bull Run Hall, with best dressed and lowest dressed awards. The "Christmas Tree" will be decorated with all the" Slipper Girls will participate in the decoration. A "Christmas Tree" is a contest, will close the party.

The Golden Slipper opened officially with a banquet Monday night. Public posters and exhibits were displayed by each class for public viewing. Preparation started several weeks ago.

The reason for popularity was revealed Friday night when students dressed as Nursery Rhyme characters paraded in Grand Auditorium to the tempo of a rhythm band, and the "Print Pike Rights and Paths of Freshmen," followed the guests across the auditorium.

A worthy trait related to class themes were sung by each class before plays were presented.

Dr. Albert Kisting, Jacksonville, Fla., recently returned from Scotland, where he held his personal address. His addresses will center around the conferences theme of "Christ and Our Tomorrow".

The state officers will be asked to replace presidents Bette Miller, University of Georgia; Virginia Hood, vice president, GCSC; secretary, Virginia Dodge; and Carol Scott; treasurer, Janie Keeler, Emory University.

Workshops, panel, and discussion will also take place. The meeting will be terminated with a banquet on Saturday night.

ART EXHIBIT FEATURES PAINTINGS BY MR. WILLIAMS, GCSC FACULTY

An art exhibit composed of fourteen pieces painted by Robert C. Williams, an instructor on the Georgia College campus for women, opened on December 1st, and will remain open until December 6th. The exhibit is on the second floor of the music department and is in charge of the exhibit. Mr. Williams and his wife are in residence.

The paintings "The Dog Day" and "Little People" won the Carnegie Print Prize at the 1949 Pittsburgh annual exhibit in that city by the artist. "Dog Day" is a fragment of a painting and is very early never to see a woman selling peaches. "Little People" is a fragment of a photograph and is one of the best of America's" show at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City and traveled all over the country. The Country Club of the South was painted while Mr. Williams was in the army. It shows four men playing golf.

He has received three awards which are as follows:

Popular Prize, Pittsburgh Art League, Carnegie Prize, and Carnegie Prize.

A Cappella Presents Messiah, Plans Trio Through Florida

The annual Christmas program sponsored by the A Cappella, presented December 8, at 7:30 in Russell Auditorium, featured the rovo "The Messiah" sung by the GCSC's A Cappella Choir. The choir, under the direction of Mr. Max Noah, is composed of 40 voices from GSC and GMC.

Additional to the usual annual work round concerts through GSC, the choir is planning to give a series of concerts during the holiday season, stopping in Orlando, Miami, Sanford, Deland and probably other towns in between.

Aoué So Forma Un Nuevo Club

The first meeting of the new Aoué club, sponsored by Sr. Beulah, headmaster of the School, was held October 30. Participations for the group including 200 course in Spanish, and a chance to know about the figures of the group. The future of the group is to work to conduct meetings seriously in Spanish, and to bear the work of Spanish language officers. At present the officers are working on a constitution written in Spanish. At present about thirty have joined the club, and plans are to have the club grow continuously. There is much interest in the club, and officers currently act as president; Sr. Beulah, vice president; Sr. Jeanne, secretary; Bette Williams, treasurer; Frances Howard, treasurer; and Eleanor Watson, secretary.

A "very interesting program of events include entertainment in the group to include the annual Aoué tours and the Associated Presidents of Pittsburgh, and the Associated Presidents of Washington, and the Associated Presidents of Florida, and the Associated Presidents of North Carolina.

The group included visits to the advertising, advertising, spotting, sports, picture, typography, and layout departments and in the composing and printing rooms. The workers in the different departments explained the details and processes in their departments, and we could study them. They didn't mind having many questions asked, as long as we looked interested.

One of the limpidity opera set up such girls and each to the group. There were presented a paper on the Christmas theme, "The Art of Loving Americans." The opera group appeared to be entirely at the opening the very best picture was the opera group.

CHAPLAIN PROGRAMS

Friday, December 5 - The Bantam Board Presents their first program for the campus. Mr. John B. Plummer, chaplain; Beulah, president of sociology, and Mary B. Holton, secretary, are also members of the group.

The second program was held Friday, December 12 - The White Christmas program.
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GIVE THANKS... BUT THEN WHAT!

From our childhood we have come to associate the word "Thanksgiving" with the thought of doves, and in our neighborhood to the thought of doves. It is not uncommon for us to remember the fact that we are living in a golden age, even though we may not have been so fortunate.

Thanksgiving is a time to give thanks to God for the blessings He has bestowed upon us. It is a day to remember the many things for which we are grateful, and to acknowledge the goodness of God.

The day begins early, with the sun rising above the horizon. As we wake up, we are filled with a sense of gratitude for all that we have. We take a moment to reflect on the many blessings we have received, and to express our thanks to God for them.

As we begin our day, we turn our thoughts to the things we are thankful for. We think of the love and support of our families, the friends who have been there for us, and the opportunities that have come our way. We think of the beauty of nature, the wonder of life, and the endless possibilities that lie ahead.

In the morning, we gather with our loved ones for a special meal. We share a meal together, enjoying each other's company and the food that we have prepared. We eat with gratitude, savoring each bite and feeling the warmth of our conversation.

After the meal, we take time to reflect on the day. We may spend some time quietly in prayer, or we may engage in conversation. We may share stories of our lives, or we may simply listen and be present for each other.

In the afternoon, we may choose to spend some time in quiet meditation or contemplation. We may take a walk, or we may simply sit in the stillness of the moment. We may reflect on the lessons we have learned, or we may simply be present for ourselves.

As the day comes to a close, we are filled with a sense of contentment and thankfulness. We are grateful for the many blessings we have received, and we feel a sense of peace and satisfaction.

In the evening, we gather together to share a final meal. We may spend some time reflecting on the day, or we may simply enjoy each other's company. We may express our gratitude for the many blessings we have received, and we may express our hope for the future.

As we close our eyes and prepare to sleep, we are filled with a sense of gratitude and contentment. We are grateful for the many blessings we have received, and we feel a sense of peace and satisfaction.
Arnall's Book Reviewed For Current Affairs

"Of the book is read in other sections of the country—and I think it will be, because it has good possibilities of being a best seller—it will make for better understanding among sections of our country, and help put a stop to the continual sniping back and forth between them." So said Dr. George Beiswanger in reviewing Governor Ellis Arnall’s recent book, "The Shore Dicky Seven," at the Current Affairs meeting Thursday night in the "C" Apartment.

In reviewing Governor Arnall's book, Dr. Beiswanger described it as a very significant and well written book. He stated that the thing which impressed him most about the book, was Governor Arnall's complete lack of a defensive attitude which is apt to be assumed by many southerners. He said the Governor shows plainly that he knows these are a good many problems that need to be solved, but that he is also aware that these problems are not peculiarly southern problems—they may present some southern aspects, but they are found in the West and even in North and Northeast as well.

The book, entitiled Dr. Beiswanger, is full of typical Arnall humor—witty and satirical—the kind of humor that a rightfully indignant man would show. It is like the governor himself—southern and yet American—and he quoted John Temple Gilmore's opinions of Arnall. "As often as a cotton patch, and as American as an ice cream cone.

In concluding the summary, Dr. Beiswanger said that Arnall does not use the words of a Liberal—the book represents definitely the Jeffersonian philosophy—and as Governor Arnall has said himself, Dr. Beiswanger added, "He is a Democrat with a small "d".

Faculty Enjoys Annual Onion Party

Into seventeen classes at the University of Georgia, Independent Onion section at the Georgia State Teacher's College, Athens, will be the performing arts on Christmas Day, Tuesday, December 24 at 7:30. Mrs. Margaret, the club attracts many an anxious eye of a student... Miss Rogers begins the custom of the secret party by shutting her presence of some lovely specimens of onions with Miss Tal' on the front steps this year.

MUSICOLOGIST

(Cordial New Page One)
Miss Karin. Bunting, harpist and instructor in music education at the Georgia State Teacher's College, Athens will be the performing arts on Christmas Day. Mrs. Margaret, the club attracts many an anxious eye of a student... Miss Rogers begins the custom of the secret party by shutting her presence of some lovely specimens of onions with Miss Tal' on the front steps this year.
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Short Dramas Presented Next Month

The play production class under the direction of Miss Eunice West, head of the dramatic department at the College for Women, is presenting three one act plays at the Little Theatre in December. Admission by special invitation only. Each play presented will be directed by a member of the class. The plays their directions, and the dates of presentation include:

"Rehearsal," a drama directed by Margaret McCrae, Dec. 3; "Ever Young," a comedy directed by Robert Pettie, Dec. 4; and "Cool," a comedy directed by Marian Barber, Dec. 10.